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Influence of the phase function on determination of the optical
properties of biological tissue by spatially resolved reflectance
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Spatially resolved ref lectance measurements are widely used for determination of the optical properties of
biological media. However, the inf luence of the phase function on these measurements has not been quan-
tified. We show that errors in the derived reduced scattering and absorption coefficients are as great as
100% for both absolute and relative spatially resolved ref lectance measurements if a standard solution of the
diffusion equation is used in the analysis. In addition, we investigated nonlinear regressions, using Monte
Carlo simulations and an additional fitting parameter that characterizes the phase function, and found that
the errors in the obtained optical coefficients were #20%. © 2001 Optical Society of America
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Knowledge of the optical properties of biological tis-
sue is a prerequisite for many diagnostic and thera-
peutic applications of light in medicine. A standard
method for determination of the optical properties is
the measurement of the relative1 – 3 and absolute4 – 7 spa-
tially resolved ref lectance from tissue, R�r�. In this
technique a narrow beam of light is directed onto the
tissue, and diffusely ref lected light is collected at sev-
eral distances r from the entry point on the surface.
Usually a solution of the diffusion equation RDiff �r�
is used to derive the reduced scattering �ms

0� and the
absorption �ma� coefficients. The diffusion equation is
an approximation of the transport equation for descrip-
tion of the propagation of light in tissue and does not
account for the specific form of the scattering func-
tion [phase function p�u�, where u is the scattering
angle]. It has been shown that RDiff�r� is close to
R�r� obtained from the transport equation or equiv-
alently with Monte Carlo simulations, RMC�r�, if the
often used Henyey–Greenstein phase function is ap-
plied in the simulations.8 However, for other phase
functions and for r , 10�ms

0 the differences between
RDiff �r� and RMC�r� may be substantial.9 – 11 Recently,
Bevilacqua and Depeursinge introduced a parameter
g � �1 2 g2���1 2 g1� that depends on the f irst and
second (Legendre) moments of p�u�, g1 and g2, and
showed that R�r� can be approximately described by
ms

0, ma, and g.11

In this study we applied Monte Carlo simulations
to calculate the spatially resolved ref lectance by using
different phase functions. These ref lectance curves
served as experimental data; first, we fitted them with
RDiff �r�, using ms

0 and ma as fitting parameters. Sec-
ond, we applied Monte Carlo simulations to fit the
experimental data, using, besides ms

0 and ma, an addi-
tional f itting parameter that characterizes the phase
function.

Eight different phase functions were employed in
the calculation of the experimental ref lectance curves,
three of which were goniometrically measured on
tissue samples. Fried et al.12 and Jacques et al.13

found that p�u� of dental enamel and dermis, re-
spectively, can be described by a combination of the
0146-9592/01/201571-03$15.00/0
Henyey–Greenstein function, pHG�u, gHG�, and an
istropic contribution

pFried, Jacq�u� � apHG�u,gHG� 1 �1 2 a���4p� , (1)

where pHG�u, gHG� � �1 2 gHG
2���1 1 gHG

2 2

2gHG cos�u��3�2��4p�. a � 0.65 and gHG � 0.96 were
obtained by Fried et al.12; a � 0.9 and gHG � 0.91, by
Jacques et al.13 Van der Zee et al. measured p�u�
of white matter of a neonate brain.14 We approxi-
mated their experimental data by using a double
Henyey–Greenstein function:

pZee�u� � bpHG�u,gHG1� 1 �1 2 b�pHG�u,gHG2� (2)

and found that b � 0.995, gHG1 � 0.992, and
gHG2 � 20.93. We also investigated the phase func-
tions of two widely used phantom media, namely, poly-
styrene spheres surrounded by water [pPoly �u�, with
a diameter of 806 nm] and Intralipid �pInt�. These
phase functions were calculated by Mie theory. In the
case of Intralipid the size distribution of the scattering
particles was taken into account.15 In addition, a pure
Henyey–Greenstein function, pHG�u�, with gHG � 0.8,
and a pure isotropic phase function [pIso�u�, a � 0
in Eq. (1)] were applied. Finally, we used the phase
function of Rayleigh scatterers for unpolarized in-
cident light: pRayl�u� � 3�1 1 cos2�u����16p�. The
spatially resolved ref lectance for these eight phase
functions and typical optical parameters of biological
tissue, ms

0 � 1 mm21, ma � 0.01 mm21, and n � 1.4,
were calculated by the Monte Carlo method (experi-
mental data). In Fig. 1 four of the R�r� curves are
depicted. Similarly to those reported in Ref. 11, these
ref lectance curves have considerable differences. The
remaining four R�r� curves (not shown in Fig. 1) for
the most part lie between RRayl�r� and RHG�r�. We
note that all R�r� curves have similar ref lectance
values at r � 0.7 mm.

To investigate how these differences in the re-
f lectance curves inf luence the determination of the
optical coeff icients, we used a Levenberg–Marquardt
© 2001 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 1. Spatially resolved ref lectance simulations from
semi-infinite homogeneous turbid media with several
phase functions. The other optical properties are
ms

0 � 1 mm21, ma � 0.01 mm21, and n � 1.4.

nonlinear regression routine to fit these ref lectance
curves (minimizing x2) with a standard solution
of the diffusion theory RDiff (the EBC solution in
Ref. 8). The weights employed in the nonlinear
regression were obtained from the standard deviation,
sMC�r�, of five simulations with 500,000 photons for
each simulation. The start and end distances (rs and
re) of the f itting range were varied. Figures 2(a) and
2(b) show the relative errors in the derived absorp-
tion coefficient ��ma, fitted 2 0.01 mm21��0.01 mm21�
when RZee�r� is fitted, assuming absolute and rel-
ative measurements, respectively. For absolute
ref lectance measurements the errors are �90%
and are weakly dependent on the distance range,
whereas for relative ref lectance data the errors de-
pend strongly on the distance range. The average
errors in the optical properties found for the other
ref lectance curves are summarized in Table 1. For
absolute ref lectance measurements the average errors
�ma, abs, ms, abs

0� obtained from the nonlinear regres-
sions for start distances 1 , rs , 4 mm and end
distances 8 , re , 18 mm are shown. For relative
measurements the errors �ma, rel, ms, rel

0� for two dif-
ferent ranges of end distance (8 , re , 13 mm and
13 , re , 18 mm, with 1 , rs , 4 mm for both) were
considered, because of the strong dependence of these
errors on re. As is expected from Fig. 1, for some of
the investigated phase functions large errors in the
derived values ma and ms

0 were found. We note that,
for ref lectance curves calculated with other optical
parameters, errors similar to those shown in Table 1
were determined.

To investigate whether the errors in the derived
optical coeff icients listed in Table 1 are considerably
smaller than if the form of the phase function were
also considered in the nonlinear regression, we used
Monte Carlo simulations to f it the eight experimental
ref lectance curves. The phase function applied for
the simulations in the fitting routine was a combina-
tion of a Henyey–Greenstein function �gHG � 0.8� and
a Rayleigh scattering function for linearly polarized
incident light whose polarization direction is parallel
to the scattering plane:
p�u� � dpHG�u,gHG1� 1 �1 2 d�3 cos2�u���4p� . (3)

Fig. 2. Relative errors of the absorption coeff icients de-
rived by nonlinear regressions of RDiff �r� to RZee�r�. The
start and end distances of the fitting range are varied.
The optical properties are ms

0 � 1 mm21, ma � 0.01 mm21,
and n � 1.4. Fitting of (a) absolute ref lectance data and
(b) relative ref lectance data.

Table 1. Average Absolute Values of Relative Errors
in Optical Coefficients Found by Fitting

of RDiff���r��� to RMC���r��� Calculated with Various p���u ���

Coefficient

Errora ma, abs
b ms, abs

0b ma, rel
c ms, rel

0c ma, rel
d ms, rel

0d

pInt�u� �%� 20 7 17 5 9 3
pFried�u� �%� 49 19 10 8 9 9
pJacq�u� �%� 31 12 13 5 4 4
pIso�u� �%� 54 21 8 7 7 9
pPoly�u� �%� 3 6 29 16 17 12
pZee�u� �%� 91 32 80 29 45 24
pRayl�u� �%� 71 26 11 11 15 14
pHG�u� �%� 11 3 23 9 12 5

aThe value of rs for all listed coefficients is 1–4 mm.
bre values are 8–18 mm.
cre values are 8–13 mm.
dre values are 13–18 mm.
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Table 2. Optical Coefficients and Relative Errors
���er��� Derived by Fitting of Monte Carlo Simulations
to RMC���r��� Calculated with Several Values of p���u ���a

ma ms
0

p�u� �mm�21 er �%� �mm�21 er �%� d gfit gth

pInt�u� 0.0090(2) 10 1.05(1) 5 0.93(1) 1.47 1.62
pFried�u� 0.0080(3) 20 1.12(2) 12 0.70(3) 0.98 1.07
pJacq�u� 0.0084(2) 16 1.08(2) 8 0.86(3) 1.26 1.40
pIso�u� 0.0080(2) 20 1.13(2) 13 0.68(2) 0.95 1.00
pPoly �u� 0.0092(1)b 8 1.06(1)b 6 1.00(0)b1.80b 2.19
pZee�u� 0.0120(3) 20 0.89(1) 11 0.73(3) 1.02 0.94
pRayl�u� 0.0080(4) 20 1.14(3) 14 0.55(5) 0.84 0.90
pHG�u� 0.0093(5) 7 1.04(3) 4 0.98(2) 1.69 1.8

aUncertainty of the last given digit shown in parentheses.
bPhase functions used were restricted to d values of #1.

Polarized light is used to cover a larger range of g

values than is possible with unpolarized light. The
fitting parameters were ma, ms

0, and d, assuming
absolute ref lectance measurements. The start and
end distances of the fitting range were rs � 1 mm
and re � 20 mm. For the nonlinear regressions
four Monte Carlo simulations were run for each
iteration, one for the calculation of R�r� with the
actual optical parameters and one for the calculation
of the derivatives of each fitting parameter. We
applied 2.5 million photons (5 times 500,000 pho-
tons) for each simulation. We used the standard
deviation of the f ive partial simulations (each run
with 500,000 photons), sMCFit�r�, to calculate the
weights employed in the nonlinear regressions with
w�r� � 1��sMC

2�r� 1 sMCFit
2�r��.16 For each experi-

mental R�r� curve we performed several nonlinear
regressions that had different starting values of the
fitting parameters. The average values and the
standard deviations of the optical parameters derived
by these fits are listed in Table 2. The table also
shows the g values calculated from the fitted d and
Eq. (3) �gfit� and those determined directly from the
theoretical phase functions �gth�. The derived errors
of ma and ms

0 are #20%, and g could usually be deter-
mined with errors of #10%. The results for pPoly �u�
have to be cautiously regarded, because the phase
function used in the Monte Carlo simulations of the
fitting routine [Eq. (3)] is restricted to d values that
are #1. Thus the largest g that can be obtained from
the nonlinear regression is 1.8, which is considerably
smaller than the gth � 2.19 derived directly from
pPoly �u�.

In summary, we have shown that an analysis of spa-
tially resolved ref lectance measurements obtained by
use of a solution of the diffusion equation may result in
prohibitively large errors in the derived optical coeff i-
cients, whereas the errors obtained from fitting Monte
Carlo simulations are considerably smaller (compared
with the corresponding errors obtained by fitting of
the diffusion solution to absolute measurements). In
addition, the supplement f itting parameter (d or g)
can provide further information about the tissue under
investigation.

The disadvantage of this inverse Monte Carlo ap-
proach is the large computation time required for the
nonlinear regressions. One possibility for shortening
the time drastically is the use of a neural network that
was trained with Monte Carlo simulations. It has to
be determined whether this method, which has been
described for f itting ma and ms

0,4,17 can be successfully
applied for determining ma, ms

0 and g.
If the phase function of the tissue under investiga-

tion is known, however, a single Monte Carlo simula-
tion can be applied for fast and accurate determination
of optical properties by use of scaling principles.18

A. Kienle’s e-mail address is alwin.kienle@
ilm.uni-ulm.de.
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